STOP.

If you or a loved one have been suffering from type II diabetes, it may not be your fault.

It may be your doctor’s.

You see, over the past few years, the scientific community has experienced an AVALANCHE of new health breakthroughs that has changed everything we know about blood sugar balance, insulin resistance, neuropathy, and type II diabetes… throwing decades of old-school medical literature to the trash!

And the simple fact of the matter is that the average medical doctor does not have the inclination or time to keep up to date with all these latest discoveries.

They’re just too busy!

The average medical doctor is perfectly happy practicing what he was taught in school… many years or even decades ago.

So, every time you say “You are the doctor” and passively accept what you’re told about diabetes, you could be very well wasting your time with outdated treatments…

… unreasonably costly procedures

… and God-knows-what dangerous medicine Big Pharma has popped out this time.

Now listen carefully, because I’m promising you here and now:

Things are about to get better!

**In this presentation, I will share with you all the information you need to build yourself into a FORTRESS of Health, Energy and Vitality… and manage or outright reverse your type II diabetes all by yourself!**

That’s right. In just a few short minutes, I am going to reveal to you how to get PERFECT BLOOD SUGAR in days:

… no matter WHAT you eat

… no matter how BAD your type II diabetes is

… and no matter how bad or hopeless they told you it is.
I am going to show you how to unlock the Awesome Power of The World’s Greatest “Pharmacy” … as verified and scientifically proven by world-leading institutions like Newcastle University, the University of Florida, and the European Association for the Study of Diabetes.

Are you shaking your head? Understandable…

I, too, was wondering, what our first trial patients would report after they tried our treatment…

But now my desk and email are awash with thank you letters from over 2000 formerly skeptical people who actually tried the Healing Protocol I will reveal to you today… and have since then experienced stunning results including…

… suddenly being free to enjoy all the mouth-watering foods they were told to avoid

… saving hundreds or even thousands on expensive treatments, medications and test trips

… experiencing the awesome feeling of finally throwing their glucose monitors in the trash

… and, most importantly, scoring perfect blood sugar again and again without having to prick their fingers ever again.

I mean, just imagine that for a moment.

… Imagine finally being able to eat whatever you want without having to worry about a thing...

… and never again having to take unnatural pharmaceutical pills, filled with unknown and scary side effects…

… Imagine never having to worry again about your type II diabetes getting worse and worse year after year

… saving all that money you spend on annoying test strips and garbage medicine, and never having to prick your finger again!

… Imagine never having to deal with neuropathy, and especially that annoying tingling in your hands and feet!

But, most importantly…
Imagine what it would feel like to finally be able to live your life at its fullest…

BOOMING with energy and childlike enthusiasm… showing your friends and family a better – no, the BEST – version of yourself

… a version of yourself that’s been left on the shelf for far too long by somebody else’s outdated and careless treatment!

This presentation, I promise you, is going to give you back control over your life and blood sugar.

I will show you how to literally “turn back the clock” on type II diabetes… and leave EVERYONE – your friends, your family, your coworkers and even your doctor – totally floored by your accomplishment…

But before we move on… PLEASE, listen carefully because this is important.

There is not even a shred of doubt in my mind that the Healing Protocol I’m about to reveal to you will reverse your type II Diabetes.

But I understand you might have been burned before by bad men that promised you the moon and left you hanging…

So, before we move on, let me make you a clear proposition.

To put your mind at ease… and make you a 100% certain that you’re getting the best information available…

I will back up every single claim I make by a relevant research study or clinical trial… so that you can easily confirm and verify every single word I say.

Does that sound fair and reasonable to you?

Good…

Now let me open up and share my own experience with the crooked pharmaceutical industry… and why I’m now considered Big Pharma’s public enemy no. 1.

My name is Dr. Anthony Seitz.

For the past 21 years I’ve seen first-hand how dangerous the 900-billion pharmaceutical industry has grown to be.
I’ve seen good-hearted and kind people being put aside… and serious researchers getting silenced in the name of hard profit…

I’m talking about millions spent on suppressing promising therapies… And even more millions spent on suppressing how their own “innocent” therapies leave men, women, and children with severe complications, agonizing pain or even permanent disabilities.

I swear… the REAL numbers would make everyone vow to never take a prescription drug ever again…

There are so many drugs being sold today, and they sell like popsicles… Insulin… Metformin… Inhibitors… Receptors… So many drugs!

And to what end? It’s all about keeping the Big Pharma machine fat and profitable.

Because if you look at what the research says, you’d see that we don’t NEED any prescription drugs.

Even in 2014, a full 5 years ago, Professor Roy Taylor at Newcastle University was caught on air saying that,

“Even if you have Type II diabetes for 10 years, you’re likely to be able to reverse it through substantial weight loss!”¹

You heard it right. You don’t need drugs to combat type II diabetes.

Weight loss is more than enough, even if you’ve had diabetes for 10 years!

You see, Professor Roy’s 40-year long research marathon concluded that Type II diabetes can be attacked directly… and even wiped off from its source completely… by removing the excess fat in your liver!

So how do you do that?

Well…

As Dr. Sarah Hallberg said in her astonishing TEDx talk, back in 2015…

“Reversing Type II diabetes starts with ignoring the guidelines!”²

---

¹ https://www.ncl.ac.uk/press/articles/archive/2017/09/type2diabetesisreversible/

² https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=da1vvigy5tQ
For decades, the scientific and medical community thought that the organ that caused diabetes was the pancreas…

Whereas in fact, the latest research, presented at the European Association for the Study of Diabetes in Lisbon 2017…

… Concludes decisively that the real culprit is our fatty liver! ³

So, here’s how Type II diabetes REALLY works…

It all starts with what’s known as insulin-resistance. A state of “pre-pre” diabetes.

Insulin is a hormone whose job is to drive blood sugar into the cells where it can be used as energy.

In a nutshell, when someone is insulin-resistant they have trouble getting insulin where it needs go… inside the cells.

So, what does the body do when someone is resistant to insulin? The body produces even more insulin!

And when the body has had enough insulin… and it can no longer keep up… blood sugar levels start rising and rising until they skyrocket!

This results in excess fat in the liver… which is then passed on to the pancreas… causing the insulin producing cells to fail.

THAT’s diabetes!

And the tragedy and danger is that for many decades, starting with a centuries old hypothesis by Joseph von Mering and Oskar Minkowski back in 1890…⁴

Everyone focused on treating the pancreas instead of the root problem, which is the excess fat in your liver!

Wanna know what happens when you remove even just a tiny bit of fat from your liver?

Your cells start sucking in insulin the way a thirsty man in the desert sucks water…

… your physiology then goes back to normal…

³ https://www.easd.org/annual-meeting/easd-2017.html

… and your blood sugar gets perfectly balanced!

In fact, removing just 1-gram of excess fat from your liver is enough to give you a much sharper memory… a more toned stomach… and vastly improve your overall well-being and health!

Are you starting to realize how much your life could improve, if you could just remove a tiny bit of excess fat from your liver?

But if you’re STILL skeptical… let me put it to you this way.

**The level of misinformation about type II diabetes is so bad, that Newcastle University went as far as giving out a free downloadable document aptly called “Information for Doctors”**.\(^5\)

This is a document designed to educate misinformed doctors about the latest type II diabetes research.

That’s because the kind researchers at Newcastle know what so many patients have forgotten…

**The best person to take care of your health is you! You can’t just surrender your chance for a good life in the hands of a misinformed or irresponsible doctor.**

Other reputable institutions like the University of Florida agree. For example, Dr. Kenneth Cusi recently stood forth and said:

“Eighty percent of people with diabetes have excess fat in the liver... and we’ve now realized that this is not an innocent coincidence. This condition goes typically undiagnosed, because of a lack of awareness among doctors and the hidden nature of the disease.”\(^6\)

And finally, let’s take look at the statistics, because after all, hard numbers can’t lie, right?

A SAD 1 in 3 of American adults has pre-diabetes… and of this group, 9 out of 10 don’t even know they have it.

---

\(^5\) [https://www.ncl.ac.uk/media/wwwnclacuk/newcastlemagneticresonancecentre/files/2017%20Information%20for%20doctors.pdf](https://www.ncl.ac.uk/media/wwwnclacuk/newcastlemagneticresonancecentre/files/2017%20Information%20for%20doctors.pdf)

Worst of all, about 1.4 million new cases of diabetes are diagnosed in the United States every year… cases that had gone unnoticed for God knows how long.\(^7\)

My friend, the situation is clear.

We have a nation-wide EPIDEMIC of type II diabetes mismanagement.

You’d have to be blind or foolish to ignore it anymore!

In light of all the above, I am sure that you’d have to agree that having excess fat in your liver is a BIG deal… and if you feel fatigued, tired, hurt, sick or any of that it would be foolish to keep trying the same mainstream treatments you’ve been trying for so long!

I am sure that you’d agree that finding a way to shave off the excess fat from your liver… give your body the exact nutrients it needs to fight back diabetes… and literally turn back the clock on your disease…

… would be worth your full and careful attention.

So please.

Bring out a pen, block out some time, and prepare to take rigorous notes.

What I’m about to reveal to you is revolutionary.

According to our research, there are a couple of herbs, roots, plants, and minerals that can help you make a remarkable and safe health comeback…

… natural ingredients that can melt away the fat in your liver…

… enhance your metabolism…

… decrease blood glucose

… clean your blood from lipids…

… reduce your risk of all forms of disease…

… and help you become a Walking Fortress of Vitality and Health.

Each of these ingredients is backed up by hard science, top universities and leading research centers.

Each of these ingredients can significantly improve your health and well-being all by itself!

\(^7\) [https://www.healthline.com/health/type-2-diabetes/statistics#2](https://www.healthline.com/health/type-2-diabetes/statistics#2)
But put together, in the right form and in the right dosage… these natural ingredients could only be described as the Fountain of Life.

You see, by God’s grace, Earth provides us with everything we need to switch on our body’s natural healing mechanisms, which are far more potent and powerful than any man-made medicine, prescription drug, or therapy.

Let’s get started.

The first ingredient I’m going to reveal to you is called Banaba Leaf extract.

Banaba is a plant native to the Philippines and Southeast Asia. What Banaba does is help the body suck in insulin to the cells more efficiently… which automatically helps the body lower blood glucose levels.

In fact, research shows that a daily dosage of Banaba Leaf Extract leads to an amazing 10% decrease in blood glucose levels… as well as a significant decrease in thirst, drowsiness, and hunger. 

The second ingredient we discovered, which is called Cinnamon Bark Powder, led to a massive improvement in the glycemic index and lipid profile of diabetic patients… especially those of a higher bodyweight.

The third ingredient, Licorice Root extract, first discovered for its healing properties by the Max Plank Institute for Molecular Genetics in Berlin, was found to contain a group of natural substances called amorfrutins.

Amorfrutins were proven to reduce blood sugar levels… wash away inflammation from the body… prevent insulin resistance… and stop the liver from storing excess fat.

Now, our fourth ingredient is really something quite extraordinary.

It’s called Gymnema Leaf Powder, and based on research published by BioMed Research International in 2014 it showed therapeutic properties which include a regeneration of the pancreas… a shut-down of sugar

8 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3468018/
10 https://www.mpg.de/5612351/amorfrutins_diabetes
cravings… an amazing reduction in inflammation… and relief for indigestion, constipation and arthritis.  

The fifth ingredient is something you may have heard of: It’s called Cayenne Pepper. What you may have missed, however, is that Capsaicin, a substance that’s naturally contained inside Cayenne Pepper, was found to exhibit anti-obesity, anti-cancer and anti-diabetic effects if taken in large enough quantities.  

Next, we have the Yarrow Flower extract. According to the International Journal of Molecular and Cellular Medicine, Yarrow Flower was shown to have a big positive impact in combatting infection, inflammation, anxiety and, of course, regulating blood glucose and treating type II diabetes.

Another ingredient we found is the awesome Juniper Berry Powder. This plant was shown to relieve symptoms of hyperglycemia without producing side effects… improve the delayed wound healing that’s common in diabetes… protect against cardiovascular disease… support the body in maintaining proper blood pressure levels… and initiate a remarkable and powerful breakdown of fat all over your body.

Now I hope you’re taking notes because we’re not stopping.

It’s almost unbelievable that these ingredients are not making the front page of every newspaper in the country.

Moving on to the eighth natural anti-diabetic ingredient. We call it White Mulberry Leaf.

What this astounding herb does is slow down the breakdown of sugars in the gut, so that they can be absorbed more slowly into the blood.

This helps the body keep blood sugar levels in check naturally, and with zero side effects.

11 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3912882/


13 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4293613/


15 http://care.diabetesjournals.org/content/30/5/1272
Then, of course, we have the Bitter Melon extract, an ingredient that’s been used for centuries in parts of Asia and Africa for its astonishing medical properties.

But what’s really interesting is that a recent study that was published in the Journal of Ethnopharmacology found that daily consumption of Bitter Melon led to a considerable reduction of blood glucose levels… comparable with that of taking a daily dose of the man-made drug metformin… but without ANY of its side effects. 16

Here’s another powerful ingredient we found: It’s called Vanadium, and, according to the Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry, it was shown to reduce fasting blood glucose levels and improve glucose tolerance in just days after daily supplementation! 17

The eleventh and final ingredient I’m going to reveal to you today is called Guggul. Guggul is a medical herb that’s widely used in Asia, and famous for its anti-diabetic and weight reduction properties, as well as its powerful blood sugar regulation effect.

Based on a randomized control study, Guggul extract reduces blood sugar levels primarily due the powerhouse antioxidant effect it produces… with results that blow Big Pharma’s drugs out of the water! 18

Now, at this point, I’ve already given you an herbal cocktail that’s enough to make prescription drugs look like kids’ toys.

You can literally go out and buy all these ingredients yourself, and get better results than you’ve ever experienced.

But here’s the thing.

You won’t find these premium herbal ingredients for cheap. In my estimation, you’re looking at a price just shy of $200 per month… and that’s just to get the essentials.

Even more importantly, it’s very unlikely that you’ll find these ingredients in pure extract form, and combined in the optimal dosage and ratios. This means it’ll be much harder for your body to utilize them, it’ll


take longer for them to kick in, and they may not give you the best results possible.

Fortunately, here at Prorganiq, we’ve formulated an answer.

We created a Breakthrough New Anti-Diabetic Formula, which includes all the ingredients listed above in premium pure extract form.

**It’s the anti-diabetic formula that made some of our patients like Scott Benett call insulin pills a “Total Scam”**.

The anti-diabetic formula that many reputable American endocrinologists like Dr. Ronald Cole and Dr. Paul Robinson swear by and recommend to their patients.

We call it the Sugar Balance.

Sugar Balance is made in the USA in an FDA Registered Facility with GMP certification.

And we’ve put in all the awesome healing herbs I listed above in the purest extract form in existence. Awesome healing herbs that include:

- Banaba Leaf
- Guggul
- Bitter Melon
- Licorice Root
- Cinnamon Bark
- Gymnema Sylvestre Leaf
- Yarrow Flower
- Cayenne Pepper
- Juniper Berry Powder
- White Mulberry Leaf Powder
- and Vanadium.

And the good news is that we didn’t stop there.

To force your body get everything it can out of all you’ve got… we’ve also packed Sugar Balance with an incredible cocktail of Vitamin C, Vitamin E, Biotin, Magnesium, Zinc, and Chromium etc.
This powerful combination of bonus ingredients is shown to work SYNERGISTICALLY to help your body grow stronger, healthier, and more energetic… boost your metabolism naturally… and melt the excess body fat away.

And do you know what the best thing is?

**Due to the purity of our ingredients, and their perfectly calibrated ratios… Sugar Balance snipes the excess fat in your liver with deadly accuracy.**

You see, unlike the vast majority of anti-diabetic supplement companies that offer low-grade products chock full of toxins and pesticides, at Prorganiq we only source fully organic ingredients of the highest quality.

In addition, each Sugar Balance batch is produced under a strict and rigorous quality testing procedure that takes months and involves testing by an independent third-party laboratory, to ensure that what’s on the label is REALLY what’s inside.

Given the above, it’s quite clear that Sugar Balance is a real medical breakthrough and stands without equal on the market.

If you feel hurt, if you feel achy and sore, and your vision is blurred… if you feel SICK of popping in prescription drugs just to stay functional…

Then I promise you that Sugar Balance will dramatically alleviate your symptoms, balance your blood glucose levels and fortify you against disease.

You’ll finally give your body the exact ingredients it needs to fight back fatigue, increased thirst, and even neuropathy.

In just a few days you could feel like you’re getting the chance for a new start… like taking a sip from the Elixir of Life.

I know it sounds like some flawed logic, but worry not, because we have more testimonials to support my claims, and don’t worry because I’ll keep it brief and concise:

I have hundreds of testimonials like these, by real people that used to suffer from type II diabetes. People just like you.

Now, I’m gonna risk a guess and say that you’re probably starting to worry about price.

I can’t blame you.
With everything we put in Sugar Balance, it would be very easy for us to charge more than $100 per bottle.

As I said earlier, if you were to buy all the individual components of our incredible formula, you’d be looking at around $200 per month… and you’d still miss out on our powerful bonus ingredient formula.

Thankfully, Prorganiq is privately funded by a select group of individuals… which allows me to secure you a very generous bulk purchasing price that makes Sugar Balance accessible for everyone serious about Type II diabetes treatment.

Under these very fortunate circumstances, I’m now pleased to offer you the option to buy Sugar Balance at the astonishing price of only $49.00 per bottle.

That price is more than fair.

It’s not just that I’m offering you Sugar Balance at an amazing discount. You need to also factor in the amount of money you’re going to save on prescription drugs, doctor visits, and health insurance if you get your Type II diabetes under control.

My rough estimation? If you commit to Sugar Balance supplementation for just three to six months, you stand to save up to a good $800 in 2019. That’s a lot of extra savings in your pocket.

I’m not sure I’ll be able to keep this offer up for long.

You see, because we’re only sourcing the best and highest quality of ingredients for Sugar Balance… we’re extremely limited in how many batches we can make.

And given the special price I offered above, I expect us to run out of stock in just a few days.

It might be months since Sugar Balance becomes available again… and even so, I’m not convinced we’re ever going to make the product available at this price. It wouldn’t make any financial sense, and it’d be an uphill battle for me to justify this special price again.

I hope you understand that the need to act now is urgent. This is one of the smallest but most important investments you can make in your health.

I urge you to go press the big order button right below the video. It’ll take you to the secure checkout page, where you’ll put in your order details.
And within just 5 business days, you’ll receive Sugar Balance right at your front door.

Click below and proceed with your order… while there are still bottles in stock.

…

…

If you’re still struggling to make a decision, it might be useful to know that each Sugar Balance purchase is covered by a full 60-days money back guarantee option.

Yes. That’s right.

I’m so confident in our supplement, that I’m even willing to take on the risk of losing money.

We won’t ask you anything. We won’t try to avoid you. We won’t even need you to return our product. What you get is a swift and prompt full refund of your payment, with no questions asked.

So, in other words there is absolutely no risk or reason for you to not order today. If you change your mind later, you don’t have to pay a dime.

Does that sound fair and reasonable to you?

Good.

Then it’s now time to trust your gut. You know you want it. By now, I’ve you showed you enough scientific evidence to bore even a science professor.

You now know with a certainty that Sugar Balance is going to help you. Just picture this:

Imagine fatigue and unwanted fat melting away…

Imagine looking and feeling younger, with healthier skin and hair…

Your memory improving, as your aches fade away into the background…

Imagine getting normal glucose results again and again until normal finally becomes normal!

Now stop imagining, ‘cause that’s exactly what you’re going to get with Sugar balance.

It just makes sense.
Conventional medicine failed. Big Pharma, the media and even your doctor lied… or simply didn’t know what the hell they were talking about.

You’ve seen what the latest research says.

Sugar Balance, with all these astonishing healing ingredients and bonus vitamins and minerals is a no-brainer investment.

Ultimately the choice is yours.

But I hope you’ll make the responsible choice for yourself and those you love.

…. 

…. 

…. 

Still here?

Good. Then perhaps you might still have questions.

This is why I’ve piled up a list of the most frequently asked questions concerning Sugar Balance.

- **Question #1: Will Sugar Balance boost my immune system?**

Absolutely.

Remember those bonus vitamins and minerals we added to our breakthrough cocktail?

That’s exactly what they do. Vitamin C alone, for instance, is proven to reduce the duration of illness and boost the human body’s resistance against pathogens.

And that’s just one out of dozens of ingredients you get with Sugar Balance! 19

- **Question #2 Will Sugar Balance help me lose weight?**

Yeap. Definitely.

Remember, Sugar Balance improves your glucose metabolism. This means your cells will suck in glucose for energy, instead of letting it lay around and convert to fat.

In addition, some of our ingredients like Cayenne pepper, have been clinically proven to have thermogenic benefits… or, in other words, increase your metabolism, and make you burn more calories, even as you lay on your couch.

- **Question #3 What makes Sugar Balance different than other diabetes health supplements?**

Well, that’s a good question. Frankly, pretty much everything is different about Sugar Balance.

From our rigorous quality testing procedures, to our lab-tested organic ingredients and unique herbal blend… we offer an anti-diabetic protocol that’s without equal.

Compared to other supplements that are made for cheap in China, we’re simply of superior quality.

And compared to conventional prescription drugs, well, we simply lack the nasty side effects.

- **# Question #4: Will I need to starve myself?**

Despite what they may have told you, no, you don’t need to starve yourself in order to fight off Type II diabetes.

As long as you supplement yourself with the proper anti-diabetic ingredients, you just need to eat in moderation.

And the really key thing is this: If you supplement your body properly, like you do with Sugar Balance, you don’t even get hungry much.

You see, hunger is basically a signal that your body is lacking some nutrients. And as you may have noticed, there are cases where even if you stuff yourself full of food… and then you still feel hungry!

This won’t happen with Sugar Balance.

By providing your body with the nutrients it needs, this miracle health breakthrough can shut hunger cravings down almost overnight!

- **Question #5 How will this offer stay available?**

That’s a tricky question. Unfortunately, I can’t give you a clear and definitive answer.

That’s because I myself don’t know for how long I’ll be able to keep this offer up.
As I said earlier, it probably won’t take long for us to go out of stock.
That’s because, first, well, the product works really well… and there’s a huge demand for it already. If you think about it, it makes sense that we won’t be able to keep this offer up forever.

And then there’s also the financial reason. I had to fight tooth and nail to secure you the special prices you see today.

But they’re simply not sustainable over the long term.

That’s sad, but it’s the best I can do.

So… to give you an estimate… This offer may be up for a week or two. Or it may go down even as you’re listening to this recording.

Simply put, to say this offer is time-sensitive would be a huge understatement.

- **Question #6 Okay, I’m ready, so what do I need to do now?**

It’s really simple.

Just click on the big button below the video. You’ll be transferred to our secured checkout page, where you can pick and choose the option you like. There, you just need to enter your secured details.

And remember: Shipping costs are on us. Completely free shipping for you.

In just 5 business days you’ll have your package of Sugar Balance right at your doorstep.

Think of what it’ll do for you.

What it would mean for you if you never had to take unnatural pharmaceutical drugs ever again?

To watch your weight drop comfortably without starving or even trying?

To finally be able to live life at your fullest, as your best self, the person you COULD be?

Would that be worth it?

Then go ahead and place your order!